
CHINA AND THE CHINESE 

The English are indifferent about their food, but fussy over how it is presented. The French are fussy 

about their food, but indifferent over how it is presented. The Germans, who gorge their food, care 

about neither question. While obviously open to contradiction with Individual examples, these racial 

descriptions fall within the definition of epigrams in so far as they contain over 50 per cent of truth. 

But any search for a salient characteristic to which the Chinese are consistent in their own country, 

in Hong Kong and Singapore leaves the spectator in those parts back at square one. Beneath a 

maquillage of courtesy and sophistication these people enjoy their hackneyed inscrutability. 

I was anxious to get some gleaning of that character, and so, in recent tour of the Far East which 

included Hong Kong and Singapore, I applied to be allowed into Red China itself. My aunt had 

lately been refused in when on her application for a visa she stated for an occupation that she was a 

shepherdess, but with no less wit  a cousin of mine who is a diplomat persuaded the Chinese that as 

a Member of Parliament I should be interested in the benefits of Communism,  and I succeeded. 

The point of entry was via Hong Kong, and Hong Kong provided a stimulating starting-point for my 

inquiry. The first subject that caught my attention was the code of loyalties to which the Chinese 

subscribe. In common with Chinese elsewhere in South-East Asia but outside their own country, 

their sense of family is paramount. Just as an English planter's Chinese cook in Malaysia will send his 

savings back to his family in Red China, so on the boat out the Chinese steward admitted he set foot 

as little as possibIe In Hong Kong, because he was expected to part with all the money he could 

spare for the sake of his relations. This attitude is ingrained in the Chinese and is a matter of 

tradition: in China itself the family used to be such a large and significant unit that when the country 

contained 450 million people there were only 470 surnames and everybody of the same surname 

reckoned he belonged to the same clan. While a vainer people would spin their pedigrees backwards 

in time from the present living person, the Chinese worked theirs out to include everybody alive who 

has stemmed from one original ancestor. 

But in Hong Kong to-day such loyalty to the family seems able to exist only through the dearth of any 

European patriotic conviction. It is not for lack of spirit that the Chinese are unpatriotic in Hong 

Kong. They are, as they always have been, disdainful of foreigners and generally very arrogant. 

When I was having breakfast in the dining-room of my hotel at Kowloon, the head waiter, an elderly 

Chinese with a bald pate, strode past me, and as he did so put my cup of coffee into its exact 

position on the saucer, to show me, an Englishman, how things should be done. Again, a Chinese boy 

wearing a vest and with his hands in the pockets of his shorts will often as he walks nonchalantly 

through the streets  and alleyways whistle and kick the cardboard boxes out of his way with an 

insolence which women would find endearing. 

Yet the Chinese in Hong Kong are now suffering for their failure to show any sense of nationhood. 

They do not oblige the Crown to forgo some of its profits to alleviate their material misery, neither 

do the rich Chinese show any inclination to help the poor. Most of the Chinese suffer from gross 

shortage of accommodation. Men sleep in sampans or on the counters of their shops or in buildings 

where twenty to a room is quite common. Ill health is forced on the Chinese by the sordid living 

conditions which that shortage imposes, especially on the other side of the mountain at Aberdeen, 



where the nastiness and filth become quite lurid. Old women are to be seen with goitres under their 

jaws, and among the blue entrails of swine young dogs without hair. 

On taking the funicular to the top of the mountain, one sees that the ascent all round is covered with 

scrub trees, and that beyond, out to sea, islands are deserted. And one knows that many sites could 

be developed on areas where it is impossible to sow vegetables in the New Territories. But the 

Crown as the proprietor of Hong Kong benefits hugely by this status quo in which empty land is 

unused. It is aware of that axiom of slum landlordism whereby as it is more lucrative to draw rent 

from the same number of people living in single rooms rather than in sets of rooms, so it is even 

more lucrative to draw rent from the same number of people living in particles of rooms. Then, so 

far as the rich Chinese are concerned, British residents in Hong Kong told me that much of the 

money for new building comes from them, that they are so anxious to make large fortunes in a short 

term of years that they would be loth to wait that extra period which the extra expense of the laying 

on of water and electricity, and the more difficult transport of building materials, would entail.  

The second peculiarity which struck me in Hong Kong was the extraordinary mixture of Chinese 

aptitude for trade and the absence of it. In shopkeeping and building, the industry and cleverness of 

Chinese in Hong Kong, as everywhere else in South-East Asia outside China, must be unequalled by 

any other race in the world. When a Chinese wakes up in Hong Kong his shop opens, and when he 

goes to sleep his shop shuts, so it is quite customary to me measured for one's shirts after dinner. 

And the wealth the Chinese amass would seem all the more remarkable if it were not so disguised: 

one hears of many stories of Chinese in old vests with holes in them who are rich enough to buy the 

bank. 

Against these facts may be set two strange phenomena. First, the bit British concerns in Hong 

Kong—Jardine's, Butterfield and Swire, the Chartered Bank, and the Hong Kong and Shanghai 

Bank -  are not at all endangered by Chinese competition. How strange this is I realized on meeting 

out in Hong Kong a friend who had just enlisted in a shipping firm, straight from Oxford. He had 

flown out from London, and immediately been given work which he could never have had in Britain 

except after five years' apprenticeship. I asked him how he managed, and he confessed he was 

advised by a Chinese R.S.M. who had been with the firm for thirty-five years, and had only two-

thirds of his salary. The R.S.M. must have been one of many experienced Chinese who are jealous of 

green young Englishmen, especially when we justify the state of affairs by pontificating that no 

Chinese will take responsibility. That is a piece of hypocrisy we can only allow ourselves because 

when in positions of responsibility in Hong Kong our compatriots do not really suffer when they 

make too many mistakes; whereas a Chinese making mistakes in a position of responsibility could be 

in a terrible plight if he lost his job. 

Secondly, while the Chinese are such brilliant business men individually, nationally speaking for 

many centuries China has often shown a curious incompetence in dealing with her external trade. ` 

This has opened the door to foreigners. As far back as Tang times the Arabs extended their great 

network of trade by sea to include the Southern ports of China. Large numbers of Greeks, Syrians, 

Persians and Indians as well as Arabs lived in China. In Changan and Hangchow whole districts were 

set aside for them to live in, and Canton contained over 120,000 foreigners. Then, in the last century, 

Hong Kong supplanted Canton and Europeans in Shanghai took the place of Chinese in external 

affairs of business. My solicitor looks after the affairs of the grandson of the Englishman who even 



managed the imperial customs in Peking. Still, to-day, British territory provides the one outlet for 

the whole of Red China’s trade.  

My third impression of Hong Kong was of the good appearance of many of the people. In this 

respect the Chinese are indeed entitled to their disdain for Europeans as foreigners who have filled 

them with revulsion. Men with red faces and bulging blue eyes were their their preconception of 

devils. Also, while we European men often have poor thinning hair on our scalps and always a sad 

compromise of skin and hair on the rest of our bodies, Chinese men have a coarse, vigorous growth 

of hair on their scalps, and very little on the rest of their bodies. And the other sex in Hong Kong is 

without the more blatant hips and emphasis on fecundity of our more curvaceous women. With 

perfect curves on their legs revealed by slits in the skirt which sometimes extend to the thigh, a little 

flat-chested and sallow, they are infinitely doll-like and captivating in a blouse of silk or some loudly 

patterned material often diaphanous in the bright sunlight. But the comeliness entails a paradox: 

that despite their in many respects miraculous aesthetic sensibility, the Chinese have never idolized 

the nude as the Greeks did, and sculpture has never been a forte of Chinese art.  

Entry into Red China made the character of the Chinese seem fuller still of contrariety. If the 

Communist Government is bent on blotting out much of the rich tradition and many of the 

localdifferences, and to imbue the whole country with the national spirit of a single ideology, what 

struck me most on our journey was the seeming futility of that ambition in a country so huge, 

various, and often backward. The metamorphoses of climate and countryside as we made the 

journey of several days northwards, from Canton towards Peking, seemed to demonstrate this 

physically. At the end of October in moist sub-tropical heat, we took an old Chinese train with a 

samovar in our carriage, pulled by an engine with ten wheels that could turn only very slowly, which 

was bad for Chinese trade, but most convenient for the foreign tourist. This first afternoon of the 

journey we were enraptured by the sophisticated and exceedingly beautiful countryside of 

Kwantung Province in which Canton lies. 

We travelled trough paddy fields with a few buffalo at work, which were divided with immense 

precision and the rice made iridescent by the bright sunshine. In the far distance were mauve 

mountains, slightly misted, with jagged humps, and in the near distance were hills sprinkled, as in an 

old painting, by crooked pines. It would appease the historically nostalgic that in the paddy fields 

and the occasional villages which we passed, as for several millennia, no wheeled transport exists, so 

walking over these humped bridges men and women with beige inverted saucer hats carry loads on 

poles across their shoulders. Two days later we were crossing the Yangtze, or the diameter of the 

circle of China which divides the cultivation of rice in the south from that of millet and wheat in the 

north.  Here it was already a cold autumn which must have afflicted the inhabitants of Wuhan and 

its adjacent towns on the Yangtze, where old matting often took the place of walls in their houses. 

And I remember how the light had changed: on crossing the non-descript coloured Yangtze, the air 

seemed to be full of dinginess and dust, and the slow movement of heavy hulks along the river 

seemed almost odd when their soiled means of propulsion consisted more of holes than sail. 

North of the Yangtze on the way to Peking we made a diversion westwards towards Sian, or the old 

capital of Chang’an. In the first part of the journey westwards from Chengchow to Sian we saw the 

most dramatic part of the north Chinese countryside. During the middle of the Middle Pleistocene 

Period a huge icecap, an average of 6,500 feet thick in Europe 2,300 feet thick in the Ural Mountains 



and levelling off towards Mongolia, provoked winds more powerful than any which have been 

known since. Seeping from colder from warmer longitudes these winds lifted the soil of now 

dessicated districts such as the Tarim and Gobi Plains and deposited it as a celebrated and extremely 

fertile, light yellow North Chinese loess. During our journey from Chengchow to Sian we saw this 

deposit in the cold, clear, hard light which enhanced the overall blonde tonality, bestowed a brilliant 

hue on the occasional field of blue cabbages, and put into the sharpest shadow every stalk of the 

Chinese haystacks, stout cylinders swelling upwards towards summits of cones. Here and there in 

the plain of loess winds had carved gullets, empty but for obelisks of earth which had not been 

blown away, caves with facades, and houses built of the yellow earth. The roofs of the houses were 

peppered grey and white with a touch of the orange of maize put out on them, and with ridge tiles 

of animals walking up and down their curves. And in contradistinction to Italian scenery where men 

live on the hill-tops and go down to the plain, here men lived in the gullets and went up to the 

plateau to work every day. (At work in this part of the country, men with straps over their chests, 

and perhaps wearing straw overcoats, were themselves pulling carts instead of donkeys.) 

Then, some days later, in the northernmost part of our journey, we were walking along the Great 

Wall. Here it was unquestionably winter. The sun was bright, but we were grateful that the crisp 

machicolations could shield us from the bitter wind blowing southwards from Mongolia. We 

reflected that scarcely anywhere more than in China could latitude make such a profound 

difference, in that while Canton is always sub-tropical, the wind around us in the middle of 

November was by no means at its coldest. In January the average temperature of Peking, an hour or 

two south of the Great Wall and in roughly the same latitude as Gibraltar, is sixteen degrees of frost. 

As various as the climate and countryside was the physique of the people. In the south they tended 

to be yellowish-brown, but in the north some of them had white brows and red cheeks, and many of 

them were large and raw-boned. The women's baseball team which accompanied us on the way to 

Peking was composed entirely of Amazons over six feet tall. 

From conversation during the tour it appeared that at imposing their pattern on so much variety, 

and thereby imparting any consistent characteristics to the Chinese at any rate in China, the 

Communists had had a mixed success. On the one hand, indoctrination is rigorous, the colossal 

quantity of corruption which had existed under the Nationalists has been completely eradicated, and 

money itself virtually no longer exists. If outside Red China the Chinese are brilliant only at trading 

for themselves as individuals, in China they do not make profits out of trade at all. Not even tipping 

is allowed. A diplomat told me he had tried to tempt a coolie surreptitiously with a tip of half his 

month's wages, and was rebuffed by the cliche that the people's wages are enough for the people's 

needs. 

On the other hand, while the regime regards spitting as insanitary it is still universal (although to be 

fair to the Communists not even the Japanese could cure the Chinese of spitting by shooting them 

for it). Sometimes the Government had made itself ridiculous, its campaigns to be free of sparrows, 

bluebottles, and rats through depriving them of existence have not been entirely successful. In 

Peking, during the early hours of the morning for several days in succession people made a great 

clatter with gongs. Citizens were persuaded that the sparrows, thus rudely shaken in their sleep, 

would be psychologically conditioned to give up the struggle for existence. In the campaign against 

rats everybody was required to produce two animals a day: a brisk black-marketing of corpses 



sprang up when people produced the same rats several times over, and farms were set up for the 

breeding and killing of rats to assure the Government that enough rats were being killed. And of 

course, on a more tragic plane, the failure of the new methods of farming five years ago, experts 

reckon, would have annihilated any regime but the Communist, which survived because of the 

exceptional resiliency of its creed. 

It is true that to dress and appearance the Government has given a universal stamp. After seeing the 

delightful amount of trouble the Chinese women of Hong Kong take over their hair, we were 

depressed to find in Red China that if women do not wear pig-tails they identify themselves as 

closely as possible with the other sex by having their hair coarsely cropped over the nape of the 

neck. And another minimum distinction between the sexes has been established throughout China 

in that nearly everybody wears one garment: the blue cotton boiler suit. 

But this in itself contradicts the aesthetic sensibility of the Chinese. So I thought do certain features 

of the Forbidden City, made to seem even more contradictory by the beauty and magnificence of its 

other features. 

The Forbidden City stands moated within the gridiron pattern of streets which the square of the 

Tartar City encloses. Despite the geometry of its square, to walk through the Tartar City is like 

passing through any collection of dusty villages. On each side are grey-white walls one storey high 

(by tradition no town in China is more than one storey high), the blanknesses of which are 

interrupted with gateways perhaps surmounted by a pair of lions. But on crossing one of the marble 

bridges over the moat—as mandarins did and passed kneeling elephants which rose and interlocked 

their tusks to prevent anybody unauthorized from following —one is assured of being in the centre 

of an Imperial city. Then to pass from one courtyard to the next into the grandest of the throne 

rooms is to experience something superior to the mere mathematical ruling, if not aridity of 

perspective, in the painting and balancing of features in our architecture: rather are the proportions 

so perfect that what gives them their rightness seems intuitive and elusive, even a little 

hallucinatory. Among the stones of the courtyards and on the ramps—where the lower stones are 

set a little higher than those above so that the little horses could walk up and down—there is 

enough grass to give an accent of decay. Above, the curved roofs of the buildings are made of an 

imitation in tiles of the stems of bamboos, with variations of yellow and yellowish-brown; and these 

roofs are supported by brilliant complicated eaves, and joints—which Chinese architecture has never 

troubled to disguise – and wooden pillars of lacquered tomato. And on the edges of the terraces 

separating the buildings from the courtyards worn, fussy, white marble balustrades are in splendid 

antithesis to the newly painted pillars which comrades smack with rags to remove the dust thickly 

accumulated on their glossy tomato hue. 

Yet where the world never used to see, beyond the grandest of the throne rooms, there is nothing 

to enhance the feeling of hallucinatory exactitude in the many courtyards. Until one reaches the 

lavatory brick of the servants' quarters at the back of the Forbidden City, there is nothing satisfying 

to counteract it. 

The English escape from regularity with their taste for landscape gardening in the tradition of 

Capability Brown, but their experiment satisfies because of their love and subtle understanding of 

understatement in the English countryside. The Chinese escape from regularity merely betokens 

fatigue. In this part of the Forbidden City there are pine trees of pointlessly tortured growth - like the 



jonquils and narcissi which as bulbs had been planted upside down—and giant gnarled rocks for 

which tour de force would be the politest possible description. Again, in the small private 

apartments of the Imperial family, planted in jewelled sand, filling exquisite cloisonne bowls were 

fruit and flowers made of semi-precious stones, their verisimilitude so exact they were 

indistinguishable from what we grow and eat. If a state of decadence is reached when the form 

exceeds the content, here it is extended to the point where the form counts for everything, and the 

content nothing at all: appearance has altogether superseded the reality. 

Finally at the end of my Far Eastern tour the predominantly Chinese city of Singapore vividly 

confirmed my impression of the contradictory nature of the Chinese character. Walking down Sago 

Lane gave me another experience of the intense loyalty of the family which in Hong Kong had 

seemed so strange because unaccompanied by patriotic loyalty. 

A Chinese family in Singapore considers it is terrible that one of their number should die in its house. 

As soon as a member of the family looks as though he is going to die his relations say that he should 

go to a death house, and out of loyalty to his family that member complies. 

'There, in Sago Lane, where the death houses alternate with the coffin shops, he must be resigned to 

boredom and death. As an inmate he is, after a while, moved up to the first, second, or third floor, 

according to the extent of his deterioration: the feebler the inmate, the higher he lies. As the 

Chinese have been shocked that such a macabre institution should have become a tourist attraction, 

and have had to put a notice on the outside of each death house that no photographs are to be 

taken, I thought it better not to go up upstairs. But downstairs alone the accommodation of a death 

house was like what I imagine it must have been in the bowels of many an old overcrowded ship. 

The bunks were arranged in four or five tiers on each side of a central passageway, and the length of 

each tier contained about ten bodies. The bodies themselves were lying on their backs, utterly 

listless. I watched one carefully which had just lit a cigarette, and had lost interest in life so 

completely that it let the cigarette burn to its fingertips without taking a single puff. 

Then on death the longer the body can be kept before burial (that is, the longer the purse to pay for 

the chemicals to stop the corpse from putrefying in the damp equatorial heat), the greater is the 

honour which accrues to the family. A year is a very honourable period indeed. 

Thereafter, a funeral such as the one I saw could scarcely be believed of a race of such aesthetic 

sensibility. The coffin, of lemon-coloured wood, was placed partly in the street, partly in the shop in 

which the man had worked, next door to a bakery where Chinese boys were cooking puddings in 

their pants. Although the coffin was covered with embroidered silk and hung at one end with a 

photograph of the dead man in his youth, at right angles to it in the street, behind the altar, stood a 

reredos of mauve plastic with calligraphy in chromium plating. Enough, I thought, as I turned 

towards the mourners, old women and young boys in sack-cloth, paid to lose the stiff upper lip, with 

red eye-sockets and howling loudly enough to be easily audible at the other end of the street. But 

the mourners shifted their position, and I saw they had hidden, situated between the coffin and the 

altar, three old piles of tyres and a letter box. 

To elucidate the inscrutability of the Chinese it would be specious to infer anything even from the 

Japanese, to whom they have been so often compared. It may be that in the face of Chinese 

influence the Japanese have sometimes been too gullible: have with the same naivety absorbed the 



ludicrous impracticality of the Chinese alphabet in the East as they did the dreary ratiocinations of 

Herbert Spencer from the West. But there the likeness ends. Japanese painting is not a pretty 

imitation of the Chinese, drawing therefrom a similarity of surface detail without an understanding 

of what went to make it up. Paragon among Japanese artists, Sesshu knew essence or li of natural 

objects as the Chinese did. And in her classic work The Chrysanthemum and the Sword, Ruth 

Benedict has described the identical independence of Japanese life. Whilst collecting material during 

the war, naturally she could not go to Japan. So she made her anthropological inductions purely by 

questioning Japanese in America, and their universal truth has been a remarkable testimony to the 

homogeneity of the Japanese character. 

The Chinese display no such convenient simplicity. Those outside China are loyal to their families, 

but apathetic about loyalty to themselves as a people. Those inside China are so various that  

patriotism could never have seemed so natural as it does to us. The minority of Chinese outside 

China are supremely adept at trade individually, but are insignificant competitors for large concerns 

with international scope. For the majority of Chinese inside China trade does not exist. Generally, 

the Chinese are a bewildering mixture of aesthetic sensibility and the over-conscious and 

unconscious reverse of it. In short, if they are inscrutable it is because of their heterogeneity.
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